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Abstract— Teleoperated robots generally receive high level
commands from a remote system, while accomplishing motion
control through conventional means. We present a teleoperated
system that removes the entire motion control structure from
the robot, in order to preserve the availability of crucial on-
board resources. The operation of state feedback control is
performed by a system remote from the robot. We have de-
signed a computerized motion planning and control system for
Mobile Emulab, and in this article, discuss the implementation
of trajectory tracking control. A component of the Emulab
network testbed, Mobile Emulab is used for wireless network
experiments requiring mobility; and is publicly available to
remote researchers via the Internet.

Medium scale wheeled mobile robot couriers are used to
move wireless antennas within a semi-controlled environment.
Experimenters use a web-based GUI to specify desired paths
and configurations for multiple robots.

State feedback is provided by an overhead camera based
visual localization system. Kinematic control is used to generate
velocity commands, which are sent to robots over a computer
network. Data availability is restricted to a low sampling
frequency. There is significant noise, loss, and phase lag present
in the robot localization data, which our research overcomes
to provide an autonomous trajectory tracking mobile robot
control system.

Index Terms— Mobile robots, Motion control, Telerobotics

I. INTRODUCTION

This research addresses the engineering challenges en-
countered while designing and implementing a system pro-
viding teleoperation and remote feedback control of mobile
robots over a network. The motion control system presented
as part of this research is added as a component to Mobile
Emulab [12], which is part of the Emulab network testbed
[22].

An overview of the Mobile Emulab system architecture is
shown in Figure 1. The major components of Mobile Emulab
are displayed, with their interactions denoted. The motion
controller passes desired wheel velocities to the robots. The
cameras pass image data to the localization system, which
is used to determine the positions of all robots in the testbed
environment. Robots are controlled over a wireless network
and localized by a computer vision system which utilizes an
overhead grid of video cameras.

The motion controller presented in this paper is motivated
by the need for smooth, precise motion control of robots
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Fig. 1. Mobile Emulab system architecture overview.

in the Mobile Emulab wireless network testbed. Mobile
Emulab is designed to provide wireless network researchers
a useful and convenient platform for conducting mobile and
wireless studies in real radio environments. This platform
frees researchers from the inherent inaccuracies of wireless
simulation, which is often used to evaluate new mobile
wireless network protocols and applications. Furthermore,
it reduces the barrier to real mobile wireless research by
providing an autonomous motion control system.

There exists demand in the wireless networking research
community to conduct experiments on real world hardware,
as opposed to virtual simulation of wireless signal properties.
Moving wireless precisely and frequently is a tedious task
for humans, but is well suited for mobile robots. Emulab
provides features useful for the creation and administration
of networking experiments. Existing users of the Emulab
testbed are located globally, and must be able to place wire-
less networking equipment within the testbed environment
remotely over the Internet.

Commercially available Acroname Garcia robots [7], are
used as couriers of wireless network interfaces, antennas,
sensors, and a small single-board computer. Limited com-
putational resources on the robots must be reserved for user
applications needed to perform and administer experiments.
This constraint requires that we must implement motion
control on a system remote from the actual robot hardware.
Localization data cannot be provided at a rate faster than 30
Hz, constrained by camera frame rate.

The organization of this article is as follows: Background
about the field and how it relates to this research is given
in Section II. An overview of the chosen motion controller
is in Section III. The methods used to implement the
controller into a remote robot control system are discussed
in Section IV, and the simulation and experimental results
of this work are given in Section V. Concluding remarks are
in Section VI.



II. BACKGROUND

Motion control of mobile robots initially centered on
kinematic techniques. The main focus during the early
1990s was on providing ideal velocity commands that could
provide posture regulation or trajectory tracking in con-
sideration of nonholonomic constraints. Approaches were
based upon time varying and discontinuous control laws that
satisfied Brockett’s theorem [15]. Polar coordinates were
then introduced in order to provide smooth time invariant
kinematic controllers that could provide posture regulation
and possibly trajectory tracking [1], [11]. Given the difficulty
of reproducing these velocities on actual robots, the focus
shifted in the late 1990s to backstepping based controllers
that considered kinematic control [13] in conjunction with
dynamic controllers to provide wheel torque commands
[5]. A variety of robust and adaptive controllers were then
examined during the early 2000s. Subsequent research has
focused on providing smooth time kinematic controllers
capable of satisfying physical constraints [14] in conjunction
with robust dynamic controllers capable of rejecting distur-
bances [24], [25]. The Garcia robots used in this research
are based upon embedded velocity servo loops, however,
and are not amenable to these more advanced dynamic
controllers that typically require higher sampling rates and
torque commands. While any of a variety of kinematic
motion controllers could have been used in this research,
the path-manifold kinematic controller presented in [24]
and described in further detail in [14] was implemented
since it considers physical constraints and provides velocity
commands suitable for our robots.

Mobile robot testbeds [4], [10], [12] are used to evaluate
high level coordination and motion planning, or to run
specific experiments, such as wireless network evaluation.
A common element in these systems is the design of a
centralized control system. In most examples, coordination
and high level motion commands are issued to autonomous
robots in the testbed. These robots may self localize, and
possess local motion controllers. In our research, we have
developed a system where the capabilities of the individual
robots are limited. No local motion control is present, and
all localization is handled centrally. In our system, robots
send velocity commands received over a network directly to
wheel level controllers, minimizing the amount of computa-
tional resources required on each robot. This maximizes the
amount of resources available for experimentation.

Teleoperation over the Internet [17], pioneered in [9],
involves the operation of robots by remote users issuing
high level commands. Web-based interfaces allow users
to coordinate robot motions [20]. For example, mobile
robots may be remotely controlled through haptic interfaces
[16]. We extend this model, and substitute the human-
controlled haptic interface with a computer system running
a motion controller to execute a predetermined trajectory.
Teleoperation of mobile robots using commercially available
wireless networking hardware is possible [19], [21]. Our
system advances this to use non-dedicated networks, with

Fig. 2. Unicycle robot, Polar kinematics for trajectory tracking.

unpredictable characteristics. We also solve control stability
problems in this environment. We extend teleoperation to
separate all motion control functions from the robot. With
our system, not only can a user be remote, but almost all of
the software driving a robot can be at a completely different
location as both the user and the robot.

Communication networks have disturbances from time
delays and lost data, resulting in varying sampling rates for
control loops [3], [18]. This adversely effects the stability of
motion controllers [8], [23]. In this research, we analyse the
stability criterion of a state feedback controller over a net-
work, and solve some of the greater issues with integrating
this work into a complete teleoperated robot system.

III. MOTION CONTROL

For our system, we have chosen to adapt an existing
kinematic state feedback controller from the literature [14],
[24].

A. Kinematics

We use differentially steered wheeled mobile robots,
which allows us to consider a unicycle kinematic model,
as illustrated in Figure 2. A Cartesian to Polar state trans-
formation is realized, e

θ
α

 =

 √
(x− xr)2 + (y − yr)2

atan2(−(y − yr),−(x− xr))− φr

θ − φ + φr

 , (1)

where x, y, and φ are the Cartesian states, xr, yr and φr are
the reference states, and e, θ, and α are the corresponding
Polar states. Polar system state equations are defined, ė

θ̇
α̇

 =

 v · cos(α) + vr · cos(θ)
v · sin(α)

e − vr · sin(α)
e − φ̇r

v · sin(α)
e − vr · sin(α)

e − φ̇

 , (2)

where v and vr are the velocity and reference velocity
respectively; and φ̇ and φ̇r are the rotational velocities. Equa-
tion (2) is solved in simulation, while in Mobile Emulab, (1)
is used to calculate the Polar states.

B. Control Law

The nonlinear kinematic control laws used in this research
were developed using Lyapunov based techniques [14]. This
specific controller is capable of solving the posture stabi-
lization, path following, and trajectory tracking problems



simultaneously. The optimized control law for linear velocity
is given as,

v =

 k1 · e · ke · tanh(e− r
√

2 · ke)+
vr · e · cos(θ) · ke+
vr · kr · (sin(θ) + ωr/vr · e)


e · ke + kr · sin(α)

, (3)

where r is the path manifold radius, k1 controls the response,
and ke and kr are defined as

ke =
√

ζ − cos(2θ), (4)

where ζ = 1 − ε, and ε is a small perturbance to avoid a
discontinuity at the origin; and

kr = r
√

2 · sin(2θ). (5)

The optimized control law governing rotational velocity is
given by,

ω = k2 · tanh(θ + α) + 2θ̇ + φ̇r, (6)

where k2 is a gain to control the angular response of the
controller.

C. Dynamic Extension
The dynamic extension [2], is defined by new states,

v̇d = −kv(va − vr) + v̇r, (7)

ω̇d = −kω(ωa − ωr) + ω̇r, (8)

introduced to decrease steady state error and improve bound-
edness. This extension to the system also acts as a low pass
filter, which improves the controller response in the presence
of noisy state feedback. The gains kv and kω are used to
control the response of the dynamic extension. The variables
vr and ωr are the values output from (3) and (6). The values
va and ωa are the measured robot velocity states. The states
vd and ωd are the velocity commands sent to the robot.

IV. METHODS

After rigorous simulation of the controller using MAT-
LAB and SIMULINK, we implemented the full control
system using the C programming language. The controller
is implemented as its own independent set of functions,
avoiding the need for changes to other parts of the system.

A. Program Structure
The implementation of the trajectory tracking controller is

split into several components. The entire motion controller is
in a single function called by the main robot control system.
This function takes as input the current robot position sent
by the localization system, the current data point on a
parametric reference trajectory, and parameters related to
the differentiated signals. Wheel velocities are returned as
output, which are directly sent as commands to the robot.

Parameters and gains are then passed to the core con-
troller, which uses the control laws (3) and (6). The resulting
controller velocity commands are then sent to the dynamic
extension, (7) and (8). The velocities v and ω are then
transformed into wheel velocities vL and vR, and then sent
to the robot over the network.
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Fig. 3. Measured state feedback data sampling rate histogram.

B. System Parameters

The controller parameters must be properly tuned in
order to assure stability and achieve the desired system
performance. There are several design tradeoffs when con-
sidering controller parameters and gains. The response of the
dynamic extension must be faster than the main controller
response, or instability will result. If the time constants of the
dynamic extension are too far below the sampling frequency
of the motion controller implementation, the response will
become unstable.

If the parameter ε is decreased, the controller will follow
the path manifold [25] more aggressively. An increase of k1

will cause the error, e to converge faster, and an increase in
k2 causes the controller to steer towards the path manifold
more aggressively. Higher values of kv and kc increase the
response of the dynamic extension, passing through v and
ω with less filtering.

C. State Feedback Data Processing

We must solve several issues concerning data processing
in order to assure stable robot trajectory tracking. Trigono-
metric functions used for converting to Polar coordinates
must be multiphase in order to prevent discontinuities.
A robust numerical differentiation and filtering method is
needed to calculate state derivatives that can not be measured
directly. Variability in sampling frequency, as illustrated in
Figure 3, also presents challenges in the processing of state
feedback data.

D. Stability Analysis

The trajectory tracking controller is modeled as a discrete
system, and then analyzed to choose parameters that guar-
antee stability. Values for k1 and k2 are are chosen based on
stability criterion, with constant values for r and ε. Values
for kv and kω are chosen based on further stability analysis
considering k1 and k2.

We begin our stability analysis by defining error velocity
states, given by ev = vd − va and eω = ωd − ωa; where the
velocity states are as defined for (7) and (8). Solving for va

and ωa and substituting into (2) results in,

f (x ) =

 − (ev + vd) cos (α) + vr cos (θ)
(ev + ωd) sin (α)

e − ωr sin (θ)
e − ωr

(ev + vd) sin (α)
e − ωr sin (θ)

e − ew − ωd

 .

(9)
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Fig. 4. Z transform roots with varying sample frequency.

The nonlinear control laws (3) and (6) are then substituted
into (9). The system equations for the robot are,

R =
[

v̇a

ω̇a

]
=

[
−ev/τv

−eω/τω

]
, (10)

where τv and τω are the measured time constants of the
robot for linear and rotational velocity, respectively. The full
nonlinear system model of the robot becomes G = [F ;R].

An equilibrium point is chosen as [e, θ, α, v, ev, eω] =
[ε, 0, 0, vr, 0, 0]. The nonlinear system is linearized by cal-
culating the Jacobian about this equilibrium point. The
linearized system is discussed in more detail in [6]. After
linearization, we make the system discrete, by L(z) =
z ∗ I −φ. The state transition matrix of L is calculated by a
fourth order Taylor series approximation. System parameters
are then substituted in to L(z): A sampling frequency of
T = 1/30, dynamic extension gains of kv = 3.0, kc =
3.0, controller gains of k1 = 0.85, k2 = 0.5, controller
parameters of ε = 0.03, r = 0.2, velocities of vr = 0.1,
v = vr, and robot time constants of τv = 0.5, τω = 0.5.
These values are determined by tuning the controller to
achieve a desired system response, based on pole placement
methods.

The desired root magnitude is calculated by, Z =
10(Tlog(τ)), where T = 1/30 seconds, and the desired time
constant τ = 0.3 seconds. This results in a root magnitude
of z = 0.9117. We choose controller parameter values
graphically to get as many roots as possible above this value,
but below 1.0. Once controller parameters have been chosen,
we iteratively tune the system based on performance data
obtained through experimentation.

The z transform roots are obtained by solving L(z) = 0
for z. Figure 4 shows a plot of the z transform roots of
our linearized system for varying sampling frequencies. The
magnitude of all roots must be less than one for the system
to meet stability criteria.

We obtain damping ratios by, ζ = − real(log(z)/T )
|log(z)/T | . The

corresponding damping ratios are given in Figure 5. The
minimum damping ratio is approximately 0.2 for most
sample frequencies. These low values correspond to the two
robot states introduced in (10). The shaded area in each of
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Fig. 5. Z transform damping ratios with varying sample frequency.

these figures represents the range of values for the roots
and damping ratios. Each figure shows seven different plots,
corresponding to the seven states in the linearized discrete
system.

By tuning the controller parameters based on the robot
time constants and state feedback data frequency, the perfor-
mance of the system was greatly improved. Higher controller
velocity gains increase response, but may make the system
unstable at low frequencies. Experimental evaluation is used
to assist in obtaining the controller parameters.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we present results of the controller in
simulation, and experiments of the controller implemented
into the testbed system. The effects of parameter tuning
on this system are illustrated, and show the improvements
caused by the discrete stability analysis. The curves used
for the reference trajectories are constant radius circular arcs.
There are curvature discontinuities at the boundaries of each
curved segment.

A. Simulation

The controller is simulated at a sampling frequency cor-
responding to the expected frequency of localization data
in the target system. The resulting trajectory calculated in
this simulation is shown in Figure 6, with the corresponding
system response in Figure 7. The disturbance from the
discontinuity in curvature is apparent in the jumps in all
three states at times t ≈ {6, 9}.

B. Experiments

For our experiments, a single Acroname Garcia robot [7],
is controlled by the Mobile Emulab system software. The
experimental setup is identical to the environment discussed
in [12]. A trajectory generated from a list of via points is
sent to the motion controller, mimicking the data that would
be received from the user. Each experiment is executed once,
with the robot starting within 50 mm of the trajectory start
point. The full Mobile Emulab system is utilized, including
the overhead camera localization. Data from the localization
system is recorded, and postprocessed to calculate the actual
robot trajectory, velocities, and states.
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Fig. 6. Simulated trajectory with a single curve.
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Fig. 8. Robot trajectory experiment, after parameter tuning.

We perform an experiment with controller parameters
chosen based on the stability criteria discussed in Section IV-
D. These values are r = 0.02 m, ε = 0.003 m, k1 = 0.85,
k2 = 0.3, and kv = kω = 3.0. The robot trajectory,
as logged by the overhead camera localization system, is
presented by Figure 8. The trajectory is closed, with an
origin at [2.0,−5.0] meters, with a heading of φ = 0.0. The
maximum configured reference velocity is 0.1m/s , and the
maximimum configured robot acceleration is 0.2m/s2.

The Polar states from (1) are plotted in Figure 9, logged
directly from the motion control system.

C. Discussion

In all experiments, the robot starts with an initial position
error of approximately ten millimeters. The controller used
for motion control is designed for large initial position errors.
Initial errors are expected to be very low, because robots are
accurately positioned by the system prior to each experiment.
Parametric trajectories consisting of line and arc segments
are used. Initial and final velocities are zero, with a linear
ramp function to constant velocity.

The robot is not capable of tracking the trajectory exactly
at the boundaries between line and curved segments, because
the change in curvature at this point is discontinuous. Os-
cillations present are caused by variability in the sampling
rate of the controller. Noise and lag in the visual localization
system further contribute to this problem.

The configurable wheel acceleration limits of the robots
may be increased, but this also contributes to stability
problems. A lower acceleration limit acts as a low pass filter,
and helps reject disturbances in the velocity commands.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we established the feasibility of robot
trajectory tracking control running at a low sampling rate
on a remote system. Future work includes the design and
implementation of a discrete motion controller suited for
this particular purpose, instead of adapting an existing
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controller. We tested a trajectory generator that produces
more continuous paths in simulation. Cubic spirals and
C2 continuous splines were considered. These prospects
would allow us to increase robot velocities, while decreasing
tracking error. This would greatly benefit overall system
performance, and enhance the robot capabilities presented
to users and experimenters.
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